Abstract-Guaranteeing real-time performance for video encoding on platforms with limited resources is becoming increasingly important for consumer electronics applications. In this paper, an extension of an H.264/AVC encoder with complexity scalable motion estimation (ME) control is presented. An upper bound on the complexity of encoding a single frame is achieved by restricting Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) computations performed during ME and trading complexity allocation per frame for output quality. Allocation based on residual, i.e. SAD distortion of the final ME match before quantization, of the co-located macroblock in the previous frame outperforms other approaches in the literature in video quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video encoding has computational requirements that vary over time based on the video content. It is difficult to guarantee real-time performance on a platform where computational resources are limited or fluctuating. A solution is to use a complexity scalable video encoder that can adapt its workload and stay within a computational budget. Apart from allowing real-time operation with reduced energy consumption, such an encoder is reusable in various systems, saving consumer electronics manufacturers time and money.
We study an H.264/AVC [1] encoder running at a fixed bitrate on a resource constrained platform and in real-time, i.e. the video frames must be produced strictly periodically. The encoding complexity, measured in clock cycles, can be arbitrarily restricted at the frame level via scaling motion estimation (ME); i.e. restricting the number of Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) computations per frame. Finally, residual-based resource allocation is performed on the macroblock (MB) level as explained in Section 4.
II. RELATED WORK
There are related works in the literature that base their MB coding complexity allocation decisions solely on the statistics of collocated MBs in the previous frames, e.g. [2] , [3] . In [2] , rate-distortion (RD) performance of encoder is modeled based on the scalability of frame rate, and number of SAD operations and DCT computations. The approach of [3] is based on the history of RD gain of the collocated MB in the previous frame, while we propose decisions based on difficulty of finding a ME match for this MB. In [4] , the encoder is restricted to a set of ME operating modes, as opposed to the encoder presented here, which operates across the entire range from min to max complexity. In [5] , complexity scalability is achieved by varying the number of ME operations at the frame level and DCT computations at the MB level. The drawback is that access to all video frames is required before encoding begins.
III. COMPLEXITY SCALABLE ME ME is computationally very intensive, taking up to 60-80% of total encoding time [6] . Therefore, our focus is on making complexity scalable ME. The SAD calculation dominates the computational cost of ME. By restricting the number of motion vectors (MV) examined, we introduce a complexity budget for every MB that indicates the number of SAD computations allowed and we modify the search algorithm to obey this budget. The fixed complexity cost of a single SAD computation is used to convert the unit of complexity budget into number of clock cycles. The cost of an SAD computation is a linear function of the number of pixels examined, i.e., the area of the block size that is checked. We select the examination of a single 16x16 MB as the unit of our complexity budget and every SAD calculation of mode ȝ (e.g. ȝ:8x4) consumes an MB complexity budget of (w ȝ ·h ȝ )/(16·16), where w ȝ and h ȝ are the width and height of a block in mode ȝ. The complexity cost of a frame of M MBs, every MB having a budget of B m (0 m < M) can now be expressed as:
where B frame is the complexity in budget units and C frame is the complexity in clock cycles. Į is the complexity cost of one SAD calculation, ȕ is the cost of non-scalable operations associated with every MB and Ȗ is the overhead cost of processing a frame (all in clock cycles).
IV. FRAME BUDGET ALLOCATION
We can use the model presented in the previous section to find a frame budget B frame given a desired complexity bound in clock cycles C frame . Then, the frame budget is partitioned into MB budgets B m , in such a way that the quality loss incurred from doing reduced computation is minimized. One allocation strategy is to divide the frame budget equally among all MBs, i.e. uniform allocation. It is shown in [2] that the Motion History Matrix (MHM) allocation, which uses the MVs found during ME to estimate the complexity needs, outperforms uniform allocation. Our goal is to identify the MBs that will benefit the most from extra steps of ME and allocate the complexity budget to them. We use information gathered during the encoding of previous frames to estimate the complexity needs of MBs in the current frame. For this, we use the distortion of the co-located MB encoded in the previous frame as the indicator. A high distortion indicates a need and a possibility for improvement: if an MB had a high distortion in the previous frame, this is an opportunity to invest more computational power into it, with the goal to find a better ME match and to decrease the achieved distortion. We identify 2 strategies, i.e. Distortion History (DH) and residual allocation. DH for an MB is defined as the SAD achieved while encoding the co-located MB in the previous frame. However, this metric depends on ME as well as quantization. We propose residual-based allocation, which is the distortion of the prediction error without quantization, i.e. it is calculated before the quantization stage of encoding. The residual is the distortion between the macroblock in the previous frame, and the best motion vector candidate in the reference frame before that. It is a measure of how hard it is to encode an MB, and specifically, to find a good ME match for an MB.
To prevent wastage of leftover budget from previous MBs (e.g. when a good enough MV is found immediately), we reevaluate the allocation at the start of every MB using the remaining frame budget, B' frame . B m is a fraction of B' frame as given by (3) We have implemented the complexity scalable ME in the reference encoder JM 14.2. We encoded CIF test video sequences at various complexity bounds and measured the complexity in clock cycles per frame. We established a linear relationship between complexity budget in number of SAD operations and actual complexity in clock cycles, as shown in Fig. 1 for the "foreman" sequence. Since the experiments were performed on a time-sharing operating system, there is noise in the graph where the encoder was pre-empted. To evaluate the complexity allocation algorithms, a variety of CIF videos were encoded at a fixed rate using one reference frame, full-pixel ME, and low complexity mode decision algorithms from JM 14.2. A range of complexity budgets (per frame) were employed; using complexity allocation algorithms based on each of the two metrics (DH and residual). In every encoding, all frames have the same complexity bound and leftover frame budget is not reused. In all cases the residual allocation yielded higher quality video. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the complexity budget against the achieved quality for the CIF sequence "bus" encoded at 1500 kbps. In Fig. 3 , we compare residual based allocation with uniform and MHM allocations of [2] . Note that the proposed residual-based scheme results in a PSNR gain of up to 1 dB below a complexity budget of 6000 SAD computations per frame, and yields comparable PSNR with the MHM allocation above this complexity budget. To summarize, we extended the work done in [2] to the domain of H.264/AVC encoding. We showed that using the number of SAD computations as a budget allows us to bound the complexity of encoding to an arbitrary amount of clock cycles. We investigated a number of budget allocation strategies. The residual based allocation predicts the complexity needs for MBs with better accuracy in all cases.
